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Imperial table made of inside the Hall of Jade Ripples? 202. Whats

the special feature of the Enclosing Screen inside the Hall of Jade

Ripples? 203. Whats the meaning of inscription on the board inside

the Hall of Jade Ripples? 204. Whats the meaning of YiYun and

whats the function of Chamber of Collecting Books? 205. Whats the

function and connotation of the Hall of Happiness and Longevity?

206. What are the function and character of the Blue flower porcelain

plate inside the Hall of Happiness and Longevity? 207. Describe the

two embroidery screens inside the Hall of Happiness and Longevity?

208. Whats the origin of the electric lights inside the Hall of the

Happiness and Longevity? 209. How do you explain the plaque

inscribed with the words CiHuiYiZhi inside the Hall of Happiness

and Longevity? 210. Introduce the implication of LiuHeTaiPing. 211.

Whats the implication of YuTangFuGui? 212. Whats the origin of

the Large Strangely Shaped Rock? 213. Whats the root of

YangRenFeng? 来源：考试大214. Whats the introduction of the

Long Corridor? 215. Whats the special feature of the paintings of the

Long Corridor? 216. What are the names, symbolism, meaning and

role of the scenes of the four pavilions? 217. What are the origin and

the function of the Hall of Dispelling Clouds? 218. Explain the

plaque hanging inside the Hall of Dispelling Clouds. 来源：考试

大219. Whats the contruction feature of the Tower Buddhist



Incense? 220. Please brief the Sea of Wisdom and how do you

explain the name? 221. Why did Emperor QianLong build the

Marble Boat? 222. Whats the real name of the Marble Boat and what

are the meaning, character , and function of the boat? 223. Brief

introduction of Suzhou Street. 224. Name the eight powers of

invading troops invaded Beijing in 1900. 225. Where are the 12

pieces of stones in front of the Gate of Dispelling Clouds from? 226.

Who was worshipped inside Pavilion of Collecting Clouds? 227.

Which bridge does the Hunchback Bridge refer to? 228. What are

the main structures on the South Lake Island? The Great Wall 229.

How was the Great Wall come into being? 230. Which part was the

earliest wall? 231. Name the five prefectures in the State of Yan. 来源

：考试大232. What was the foundation of the Great Wall in

northern China called? 233. How do you understand the Great Wall

is the crystallization of the collective work and wisdom of the various

nationalities? 234. When and why was the Great Wall first built? 235.

Which dynasty was the second climax of construction on the Great

Wall? Please brief it. 236. What kind of recommendation did Zhu

Yuanzhang take from Zhu Sheng? 237. Where does the Ming Great

Wall start and end? where does it pass through? 238. Whats the total

length of the Great Wall among all the dynasties? 239. What are the

three passes of Ming Great Wall? 240. Whats the international status

of the Great Wall and when was it listed in the list of world cultural

heritage? 来源：考试大241. What is the role of the Great Wall in

history? 242. Where is Guangzhou Valley? How long is it and whats

character of it? 来源：考试大243. Explain the meaning of the name



of JuYongGuan Pass. 244. When was Cloud Terrace built? Please

describe it. 245. Please describe Crossing-Street Dagoba. 246. When

was Beijing-Zhangjiakou Railway built and how long is it? 247. How

did they overcome the problems in building of the railway? 248. Say

something about ZhanTianYou. 249. How long is the long tunnel of

the Badaling railway? 250. Give a brief account of the strategic

location and meaning of Badaling. [1] [2] [下一页] 100Test 下载频
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